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Mastering 3D Printing in the Classroom, Library, and Lab (Technology in Action)Apress, 2018

	
		Learn how to manage and integrate the technology of 3D printers in the classroom, library, and lab. With this book, the authors give practical, lessons-learned advice about the nuts and bolts of what happens when you mix 3D printers, teachers, students, and the general public in environments ranging from K-12 and university classrooms...
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Modeling A Character in 3DS Max, 2nd Edition (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
Highly anticipated update to the best-selling character modeling book by Paul Steed, this book is geared towards the behinning modeler. It establishes a flecible professional-level skill set for readers by guiding them through the creation of not one but three imaginative characters. 

       About the Author
...
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Genetic Programming Theory and Practice V (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2008
Genetic Programming Theory and Practice V was developed from the fifth workshop at the University of Michigans Center for the Study of Complex Systems to facilitate the exchange of ideas and information related to the rapidly advancing field of Genetic Programming (GP). Contributions from the foremost international researchers and practitioners in...
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Classroom Wars: Language, Sex, and the Making of Modern Political CultureOxford University Press, 2015

	The schoolhouse has long been a crucible in the construction and contestation of the political concept of "family values." Through Spanish-bilingual and sex education, moderates and conservatives in California came to define the family as a politicized and racialized site in the late 1960s and 1970s. Sex education became a vital...
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Understanding the Local MediaOpen University Press, 2007
How will local media deal with the challenge of the Internet? How important is regional news to the nations of the UK? What does the future hold for newspapers, regional television and local radio news? Most adults in the UK read a local newspaper; regional news bulletins are among the most-watched on television; and local radio has a loyal...
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Trading Beyond the Matrix: The Red Pill for Traders and InvestorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How to transform your trading results by transforming yourself


	In the unique arena of professional trading coaches and consultants, Van K. Tharp is an internationally recognized expert at helping others become the best traders they can be. In Trading Beyond the Matrix: The Red Pill for Traders and Investors, Tharp...
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Complete Digital Design: A Comprehensive Guide to Digital Electronics and Computer System ArchitectureMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Digital systems are created to perform data processing and control tasks. What distinguishes one system from another is an architecture tailored to efficiently execute the tasks for which it was designed. A desktop computer and an automobile’s engine controller have markedly different attributes dictated by their unique requirements. Despite...
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Value-Added Services for Next Generation Networks (Informa Telecoms & Media)Auerbach Publications, 2007
In the NGN world, no truer words are spoken than "the future is now." And the competition in the information networking arena will only intensify in the next 5-10 years. Choosing the correct NGN-VAS strategy now will set your company apart. Value Added Services for Next Generation Networks examines the quest for the real added value in...
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Mobile Ad Hoc NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The wireless arena has been experiencing exponential growth in the past decade. We have
seen great advances in network infrastructures, growing availability of wireless applications,
and the emergence of omnipresent wireless devices such as portable or handheld
computers, PDAs, and cell phones, all getting more powerful in their...
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Manly StatesColumbia University Press, 2000

	One of the achievements of feminist contributions to international relations

	has been to reveal the extent to which the whole field is gendered.

	1 The range of subjects studied, the boundaries of the discipline, its

	central concerns and motifs, the content of empirical research, the assumptions

	of theoretical models, and the...
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php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study GuideMarco Tabini, 2006
Zend's new PHP 5 Certification Exam represent an excellent tool for professional  PHP developers who want to distinguish themselves in their field.  php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study Guide, edited and produced by  the publishers of php|architect magazine, provides the most comprehensive and  thorough preparation tool for developers who...
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JBoss AS 7 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn from an expert and master JBoss Application Server through this brilliantly accessible book. It irons out the difficulties and covers creating, debugging, and securing Java EE applications. The only manual you need.


	Overview

	
		A complete guide for JBoss developers covering everything from basic...
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